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COMPILATION: elevators: using them in physics 
 
Date:    Wed, 17 Jan 2018  
From:    Don Yost, a Modeling Workshop leader in California 
Subject: elevator 
    You might try youtube.  In Chicago modeling workshop we hijacked an elevator in the John 
Hancock building with the fastest elevator in the world, at the time.  We shot a person standing 
on a bathroom scale.  We hijacked the car by "adjusting" the sign to the elevator so that it 
pointed to Marshall Fields and got three good runs before being escorted from the building.  It, 
as well as other good examples, are posted on youtube. 
     Even better would be for students to do the experiment themselves.  Once they actually 
experience it, it is far easier to explain. 
 
The Physics of Elevators (with Steve Hammack, Jerry Jensen, Nina Morley Daye, & Don Yost) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JC6dci06Gc 
 
Date:    Fri, 19 Jan 2018  
From:    Don Yost  
     One-story elevators work fine.  Interesting notes: the John Hancock elevator 96 stories 
nonstop and the water tower elevator one-story nonstop resulted in the same acceleration.  There 
seems to be some kind of industry standard.  The opening shots of the John Hancock building in 
the video were shot with one of us lying flat on the sidewalk shooting upward.  People just 
stepped over. 
  -------------------------------- 
Date:    Thu, 18 Jan 2018 
From:    Rex Rice, a Modeling Workshop leader in Missouri   
     Many years ago, Gabe de la Paz and I took a bathroom scale, a Vernier Force Plate, and a 
Vernier Accelerometer on a random elevator ride. We made a movie of the bathroom scale 
reading with him standing on it during the ride while simultaneously collecting force and 
acceleration data. The movie is at: 
http://drive.google.com/file/d/13kCWICelLB7_2hDAAv03ft-XbrZHplLL/view 
     We made a LoggerPro file in which we synchronized the movie with a force vs. time and an 
acceleration vs. time graph. The LP file is: 
 http://drive.google.com/file/d/1caVtMrC5s_d_0IvALeVe2ilrRdtkA88L/view 
     If you download the movie and LP file and put them together in a folder and then open the LP 
file, the movie will be linked and synchronized with the graphs. 
     I also made a QuickTime movie of the computer screen when the LP file was running so that 
it could be viewed without having LoggerPro. It is a bit more choppy than running the two files 
above using LoggerPro. 
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1vjTpOKNg--e-PchbSyelQGtX96nlmeZV/view 
     This is a worksheet associated with that movie, that asks students to watch the movie and 
analyze the graphs. 
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1GZdKlHGsSi0Ij7lHwKjBMmA0_rdhRdim/view 


